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Indonesia's adventurial sport is growing even more days as seen within its places that have so many different sport facilities with different characteristics such as rafting, paracutining, climbing. Those kinds of sport are the dangerous ones but it doesn't decrease people's interest to enjoy those adventurous' sensation. And now along with demand of ease, so people create artificial sport facilities without decreasing any essence of those sport. Beside ease of use, safety is just the thing that can not be left to be considered for users' comfort.

The theme of this final project is “Synchronizing With Nature”. This such theme is just fit as the location in Coban Rondo where the site of it is still natural while the sport itself is still related to nature. From this theme, it is hope that the designed architecture could be synchronized and be part of nature. This could be materialized through the designed building which is highly responsive to climate, exterior design for main activities in the most, and treatment of nature trying to minimize damages.